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MAKING IT SMARTER
In our busy working world, any opportunity for optimisation
should be seized upon. And when it comes to delighting your
customers, just 'good enough' isn't enough - you need to grab
every possibility to work as efficiently as possible.
That's the beauty of our enhancements. They empower you to
build a contact centre where you can intelligently route calls,
play customised queue messages, and match customers to the
right agent without fail.
Where 'personalisation' isn't just getting the caller's name right,
it's connecting them to an agent they've dealt with before, with
the relevant information appearing at that agent's fingertips. Or
where every employee can access (and act on) powerful
analytics, making every interaction smarter than the one before.
In this guide we will go through some of our enhancements
for contact centres and how they are great for building
customer engagement for todaay.
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tools for you
ENHANCEMENTS FOR YOUR CONTACT CENTRE

ANALYTICS

INTELLIGENT
ROUTING

SCREENPOPS

WALLBOARDS

QUEUE MESSAGES
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Knowledge is power. Data is extremely powerful. If you have a
Maximum package, our Analytics enhancements puts the
information at your fingertips with powerful cradle-to-grave
reporting.
You can have it all. Call volumes, patterns, peak times, talk-times.
We'll give you whatever you need to fine-tune your operations.
Any way you want it.

DATA IS
KEY FOR
YOUR
DECISIONS.

Plus, our unique system connects with all major databases,
turning data into insight with minimal effort.
All available via a secure, dedicated web portal, and designed
and built just for you by our in-house specialist team.
Giving your business the confidence to make stronger, quicker,
decisions.
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Say hello to Screen Pop - technology that's been around for years,
sadly underused in the right way.
How many precious seconds do your agents waste gathering and
entering caller details? We can tell you, it's roughly 20 seconds
per call. Recovering these valuable seconds per call could see

your business make significant cost savings, which we know is key
for all businesses, whatever your size or industry.
With Screen Pop, agents are presented with the info before

ALL THE
RIGHT INFO
FOR YOUR
AGENTS.

handling the call, previous notes, customer history or even
customer priority levels. This creates a great personalised journey
and experience for the customer, as they are seen to quicker and
do not have to repeat any information to your Agents, because
you know exactly who they are and their preferences.
Screenpops enable contact centres to realise immediate
improvements in their overall efficiency and performance. A huge
decrease in talk-time, reducing costs, and a significant increase in
customer service levels. It really is a underused and under
estimated solution that needs to be brought back to life.
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Everyone wants real-time information and they want it in a
format that suits their business needs. That's why we develop
wallboards in all shapes and sizes.
Wallboards are a fantastic way to communicate with your staff.
From individual Agents, supervisors or to your entire Contact
Centre. The challenge is finding the right blend of information to
display, that'll keep staff informed and motivated at the same
time. That is why our Wallboards are fully customisable allowing

MAKING IT
PRETTY&
USEFUL JUST
FOR YOU.

you to choose exactly what information you display and who you
display it to.
You can choose to display statistical information such as Call
Volumes, Agent Activities and Performance, Multimedia
Activities (voice, emails, chat, text). Threshold alerting, right
through to displaying caller information captured within a selfservice call to an agent when a call is transformed.
Whatever you want to include we can do that, and present it just
the way that is right for you.
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A sophisticated, intelligent routing engine that helps you route
callers perfectly, ensuring first call resolution each and every time.
How many times do your customers call? Wouldn't it be great to
have this information - well you can with our Intelligent Routing
solution as it logs every call attempt regardless of whether it was
answered or not. This can be investigated further to find out why
and the quick fix is to make sure your Agents are able to handle all
calls appropriately, apologise for the previous attempts and now

BUILDING
CUSTOMER
SERVICE,
EVERYTIME.

treat them as a priority caller and make sure they have no more
delays.
You can go even further with your customer service, route your
callers to the correctly skilled agent, with all the information at
their fingertips every time, and connect callers to the same Agent
each time they call.
It's the personal touch that makes callers feel valued. Routing to
the same Agent helps to create better relationships through
continuity, and building greater opportunities for quick solutions to
customer problem and issues.
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With all the powerful information you now have on your customers,
right their in front of your Agents, go further with this and take it to
the next level in personalisation.
Create customised Queue Messages, that happen every time your
customers call through to speak to your business.
It is a great opportunity to promote new products or services
tailored to each individual customer based on what you know they

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE,
TAKEN TO A
NEW LEVEL.

like, their purchases , or even something that was previously out of
stock that you know they would love to have.

We hope this short guide gives you insight into how our
Enhancements are great for creating a personalised, customer
experience and enhancing engagement.

If you need help - or simply have a question we'd be more than
happy to chat to you. Give us a call or drop Maxine an email.
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ABOUT US
CALL US 0333 566 0000 OR EMAIL
MAXINE@MAXNET.CO.UK
We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that
makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service
applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service
costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,
sms.
From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our
solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that
exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house
development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI
technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,
on-premises: any way our clients want it.
We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local
approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in
exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

